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“Slow March”
suppose it is summer

suppose it is summer and the sun
is glowing inside

and in its abject heat
it is dawning on me

I was not properly nourished
I have not been insured

with ideas
and I can see winter

is crushing you too
my soaked braids

your sick mouth
and the two men I saw

I thought
were holding hands

they were only holding gloves

Stella Corso
Greenfield 
Adult poet, second place

“Winter”
All through the whispering night
flakes of the purest white
fall down from the dark sky
and drift across the wind’s hissing cry
like words in the loveliest song.

The air, a biting serpent
on the flesh that many may resent
slicing through the warmth of homes
cutting across gardens of gnomes
this serpent stretches long.

Through to morning the weather rules
and into pure daylight this king cools
anything he touches with his fingers of ice
creeping across a place once nice
the grip of this king is strong.

Absolute frost coats the land
although this behavior is never truly planned
predictions are made, but never rock solid
until it is seen what is valid
always never right, but never wrong.
 
It is never over until tendrils of green
stretch from the earth like fingers unseen

reaching up for a flash of warm air
where new leaves swish like hair
and with that, winter ends like a song.

A.J. Wilson
Greenfield
Young poet, top two 12- to 14-year-olds

“Be Free”
We battle, breed.
He fans over me.

The lessons I learn from the books I read,
He kills them.

I’m flummoxed.
His yellow teeth drag against an apple.

I kicked him out like a stray two years ago.
But the scars inflicted are permanent,

The revenge is anything but inevitable.
Jenna Hackett

Erving
Young poet,  top two  12- to 14-year-olds

“Poetry That I Understand”
When I think of poetry, I think of
Hopeless romantics proclaiming their love
“Thou fairest maiden you shall be mine.” It’s
Sweet words on paper to win women’s hearts
Or maybe just a quick way to the bed
None of this stuff means anything to me
I never declared my love to someone.
None of this stuff makes sense to me
So I’m not going to write about love.
I will write about how I never want
To be in love. I don’t want to feel it.
I will write about how I love that I’ve
Never been in love and never will be.
This is poetry I understand. 

A.J. Urzedowski 
Greenfield
Young poet,  top two 15- to 18-year-olds

poems make it into the finalist list: “Mister Have 
Big Time” and “Viva,” the first-place poem.

“It was the small details that arrived first and 
gave rise to the rest,” Heflin said of writing “Viva.”

He cited the image of stacking bits of pancakes 
and shoving them past “the syrup lake” as provid-
ing the starting point for the poem.

“I was thinking of that as the most minuscule act 
of rebellion possible,” Heflin said. “Rebellion on a 
really small scale that is really only meaningful to 
one person. I didn’t really think about it in terms of 
the larger issues but now it seems like it’s about the 
narrowing of possibilities as we get older. Perhaps 
you’re fooling yourself, perhaps not, I don’t know,” 
he added.

Heflin’s poem drew laughter from the crowd at 
several points, noticeably near the beginning when 
the poem’s narrator fakes picking up after his dog: 
“just a swipe of the bag through leaves” and at the 
poem’s final lines.

“I always enjoy reading,” Heflin said. “I see it 
as more of a chance for storytelling instead of the 
old-fashioned intoning of the great poem. I try to 
read as if I’m entertaining someone as much as 
anything. I’m not writing for laughs, but I enjoy get-
ting them.” 

This was Heflin’s first time entering the contest. 

“I love that this is such a local contest,” he said. 
“Having that actual poet’s seat in my house makes 
me feel more connected to this place. I grew up in 
the South. Being able to show my friends that poet’s 
seat gives me a little more credibility as a New 

∎ Poets

‘Viva’
I rebel incrementally.
I rip sugar packets in the middle.
I stick to the password until the sentries give in.
I’m working up to the big one,
the steel of a cutlass drawn
at the line beyond which:
 
I stack things up —
bits of pancake shoved past the syrup lake,
squealing of the deadbolt.
I fake picking up after the dog,
just a swipe of the bag through leaves.
No one notices except the woman on Princeton Avenue
who flicks the curtains aside, a mess of chewing mouth
as she carries on, unhearable.
 
True, this is not the plan as originally conceived.
But adaptability means a lot in the early days of any given coup.
My comrades haven’t even recognized themselves as such.
A little hubbub here and there is to be expected.
 
I do have a plan for this thing.
The final brick gets smacked into place, troweled like heck,
and there’s a wall where a minute before
nobody would have thought
anything except “What are those bricks doing there?”
 
You wake up and see that the presidential palace
with its waving palms
and its pool shaped like the Founding Father
hovers just on the horizon.
You can reach it by horseback in a day
but not, my friend,
if you have not shod the horse.

James Heflin
South Deerfield
Adult poet, first place
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